
Evidence based 
decision making in 
driving DevOps 
transformation



Nice to meet you!



We’ll talk about … 

➔How BCDevExchange contributed to adopting the 
DevOps culture in BC Government

➔Using Service Design practice to make evidence-
based decisions in a DevOps environment

➔Key takeaways: What’s worked for us and what 
we’re still working on



OUR SERVICE

We provide compliant cloud-native on-premise hosting for 
digital applications in the BC government, to enable ministries to 
deliver modern and reliable digital services to citizens securely 
and with high velocity.  

Private cloud platform as a service



Quick numbers

220
Digital apps hosted on 

our platform (as of Aug 

2021) 7 DAYS
Average time it takes to launch an app

Fastest was 3 days

(Before our platform, this took 3-6 months)

17
ministries 

10
sectors



OUR USERS
Developers, DevOps, Tech Leads
Product owners



Our Purpose and Vision
Platform Services Team

To build a constantly improving application 
platform for delivery of modern government 
services 

To inspire a DevOps culture shift, which values 
open-source, collaboration, communication & 
speed

To create a community that takes care of each 
other and works together to solve the 
unsolvable

“It’s the 
repetition of 

affirmations that 
leads to belief. 
And once that 

belief becomes a 
deep conviction, 
things begin to 

happen.”

Muhammad Ali



“This platform has transformed 
government. Well done!”



how we do …

EVIDENCE BASED
USER-LED

DECISION MAKING

Image credit: Christian Stahl on Unsplash



Build for
Build with



How we make user-centered decisions 

Community-led prioritization of work

Interviews with product teams

Service definition workshops

Surveys/polls

Monitoring support channels
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The challenge:

Create a  
roadmap for 
the fiscal year, 
led by user 
needs
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Focus for the year: Solving problems 

We asked our team to brainstorm solutions for the most 
persistent challenges for our users:

How might we 
better support 
new users who are 
onboarding to our 
platform?

How might we 
make it easier to 
build apps that 
are compliant?

How might we 
help teams 
prepare for and 
deal with platform 
maintenance 
outages?
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400+ sticky notes later ….

🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪🤪



Community prioritization exercise

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1dB5qQ7C4y0yplw9QWLFN----PeBSjlIZ/view


Roadmap



WHAT WE’VE LEARNED 
(BUT ARE STILL TRYING 

TO GET RIGHT)



Change how you think 
about your service1.



Our service does a lot

➔Two hosting tiers 
➔17 supported add-on services, 
➔Technical documentation, 
➔User support, 
➔Training
➔Community development, 
➔New features R&D, 
➔Hardware and software maintenance
➔Communications
➔Reliability improvements
➔Monitoring 
➔Automation
➔…. AND MORE!!! 



- Lou Downe, founder 
of service design in the 
UK Government
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Our service does a lot four core things:

1 - Operations, reliability and monitoring

2 - Increasing security across platform apps

3 - Making our service and platform easy to use and 
understand

4 - Community engagement and support



User wants 
User needs2.



Do the work to figure 
out:

- What’s important to 
your users

- How they use your 
service

- What they struggle 
with
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Collaborate, share 
frequently + show your 
work

3.



Why share and 
collaborate? It...

- Builds trust
- Creates consistency
- Solves common 

problems
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Learn to live with  
uncertainty, failure, 
criticism (and other uncomfortable 
things)

4.



This is about figuring 
out how to best serve 
our users

Don’t get tied to 
- solutions 
- tools
- timelines
- ideas 
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Be open to changing your mind 
and your direction



Mission first
Outputs second5.



We’re not here to

- Make websites
- Procure tools
- Show off methods
- Give presentations 

to the boss
- Win awards
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But they can help us 
get there …. 
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We’re here to 
change 
government 
through better 
public services

Image from The Future is Public - tni.org
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So: 

How are you making 
public services better 
for those who use 
them?

Let us know:
exchangelab@gov.bc.ca


